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Designers must fill
tall order in new
season of ‘Project
Runway'
Heidi Klum hosts “Project Runway,''
which returns for its ninth season
Thursday on Lifetime.
See Page 4 for more details.
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Headline: Harry Potter and the Deathly Hallows: Part 2
Matt: A fitting end
Josh: The hero film
we’ve been
waiting for
Matt: Seven books, eight
movies. No doubt by now
you’ve made up your mind
about the Harry Potter and
your relationship to the phenomenon, so it would be
delusional of me to think my
few hundred words make for
practical advice. Harry has
gone on a journey – and so
have we. So have the filmmakers, and arriving at the
end, they’ve concluded with
an entertaining, atmospheric
ride that deftly handles the
drama, even if the story at the
core is as ill-explained as
ever.
One of my favorite elements of the Harry Potter
movies has been seeing how
the filmmakers have struggled with the material. Plotting is not JK Rowling’s
strong suit. Now – no angry
letters – creating a likable
world and pitching it square at
the world’s collective inner
child most certainly is. But
rather than integrate relevant
elements of a not-inconsiderable backstory with Harry’s
adventures, her standard pattern is to reveal these details
through lengthy, expository
monologues. This is lazy on
the printed page and death if
attempted on screen. It
doesn’t help that much of the
plot of “Deathly Hallows” is
what in video games would
be derided as a “fetch quest,”
a momentum-killing search
for the Arbitrary Set of Magi-
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summer films

cal Whatsits.
David Yates – the series’
director for the last four entries – has played a shell game
with the stories (and his)
strengths and weaknesses. On
the positive, he’s drenched his
takes on the Potterverse in atmosphere through progressively
darker
lighting
schemes and color palates and
a floaty ethereal-seeming pacing. He and writer Steve
Kloves have, however, made
few serious attempts to
streamline Rowling’s narrative clumsiness – rather, the
movies try to include all her
monologues, shortened to the
point of incoherence (in Part
8: everything related to Dumbledore and his family). As
mood pieces, they’re effective
cinematically and in “Deathly
Hallows 2,” the drama works,
especially a scene where one
character meeting a very disturbing, protracted end. The
pacing also makes the movie
feel like the action is constant,
even if there’s not as much on
screen as you might imagine.
“Deathly Hallows: Part 2”
is the culmination of Yates’
style, an atmospheric mix of
action and drama and funda-
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mentally flawed storytelling
that I saw at midnight as part
of a packed house enraptured,
who applauded and then went
home.
Josh: This is the wellmade, interesting blockbuster
we’ve been waiting for all
summer. After the only middling success of the latest “Pirates” and the horrors of
“Transformers 3,” this film
was refreshing and fun.
Why this “Harry Potter”
works at being big and loud is
because you actually care
about the characters. The trap
other action/adventure films
have been falling into is trying to compensate for lack of
character development by
making their explosions and
action set pieces progressively bigger in scale. What
those filmmakers are missing
is that it can be a small or cityleveling size special effect,
but it does absolutely nothing
if you don’t care about the
people involved with it.
The funny thing about this
film is that there actually is
barely any fighting or explosions in it, despite being essentially only focused on one

battle. That goes unnoticed
because in the few action
scenes, you’re genuinely concerned.
Probably the best thing
this “Harry Potter” does is finally figure out to show
events rather than go into 10
minute expositions about
them. Whether it’s stone soldiers or magical barriers, the
film does a good job of just
doing enough to get the point
across. It’s a smart move. If
you’ve read the books, you already know the backstory. If
you haven’t, you’re not missing anything by having the
films tempo interrupted by a
dissertation on fictional magic
rules.
Also, the acting is absolutely stellar. All the main
characters carry their weight
and give good performances
instead of being cheesy.
Ralph Fiennes in particular is
great as Voldemort. He shows
the human side of the character, and more importantly,
gets across moments of doubt
and fear when he’s in peril.
This really sucks you in to the
experience. My personal favorite part was how well the

main child actors – now
young adults in real life – did
at portraying the grown up
version of their characters at
the end of the film. They really did get the paternal feeling across in a scene that
could have easily snagged
even famous actors.
Despite how far this film
has come at avoid most of series problems, it still has a few
brief scenes that lack impact
because there is not enough
set up. Notably, the scene
where the Weasley mother
PG-13 swears out of character
when defeating Helena Bonham Carter’s character is
weak. It’s shoe-horned in because it was a surprise hit in
the book, but the whole scene
is slapped together in seconds
and out of sync with the film’s
tempo.
Matt: You know the series’ “living paintings”?
Imagine how the Battle of
Hogwarts must feel to the
subjects inside, as they look
out and see crumbling walls
they have gazed upon for generations. Can they do anything, or must they watch
helpless? How were they created? How do they feel about
being destroyed – after all,
aren’t many of the subjects
technically “dead” in “real
life”? Imagine subjects fleeing from painting to painting
as explosions incinerate their
worlds. Where are the art and
history teachers? How do
they triage, decide which
works to try and save?
Then look at the books
and movies Rowling and
Yates (and Columbus, and
Newell) actually gave us –
works that never thought to
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Synopsis:
Young wizard Harr y
Potter and friends face
the final battle with the
evil Lord Voldemort at
their old school, Hogwarts.
Director: David Yates
Writer: Steve Kloves
Starring: Daniel Radcliffe, Ralph Fiennes,
Emma Watson, Rupert
Grint
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Broadway Chiropractic Wellness Center
will be showing a film called

explore these detailed of dramatic possibilities in substance or style – and
contemplate what makes a
story good and what makes
one great.
Josh: One thing I would
like to note on why I think
this is a great film: It completely works even if you didn’t see the first half of “The
Deathly Hallows.”
I read the book before seeing this film, but I ended up
missing part one in theaters.
When I went to review this
film, I intentionally didn’t go
see the first half so I could objectively decide if this one
was good enough on its own
merits. The results were great:
the film has tone, temp and
story arches of its own that
work even you only saw this
film.
Matt: If older teens and
adults want another wizard
named Harry, I’d highly recommend Jim Butcher’s
“Dresden Files” book series.
Josh: A must see this
summer. It’s completely
worth the lines.
Matt: 7/10, Josh: 8.5/10
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